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Appeal to everyone around the
table this Holiday Season.

BoldRock.com

1020 Rockfish Valley Highway (Rt. 151) Nellysford, VA 22958 | (434) 361-1030

Dam Sturgeon

10.3 percent alcohol
Ammo Brewing,
Petersburg

SCOTT ELMQUIST

Light
That Fire

The smooth, rich, creamy malt
notes of this imperial chocolate
stout can make you feel as if you’re
floating gracefully across the
stage like the Nutcracker prince,
while the daring, dark, smoky flavor conjures visions of the Mouse
King. Because Ammo doesn’t yet
distribute, you’ll need to visit its
Old Town Petersburg taproom for
the full experience.

Six ales will warm your solstice. by Annie Tobey

Winter seasonals offer beer-lovers an adjunct to hibernation. Cravings shift to richer,
deeper beers, to strong ales suitable for sipping such as imperial stouts, flavored porters, barley wines and bocks, some barrel-aged and others with tastes of the holiday.
The Richmond area’s newest breweries have your winter cravings covered.

Dark Ages Imperial
Maple Brown

Coffee Milk Stout
SCOTT ELMQUIST

5 percent alcohol
Stone Brewing Co., Richmond
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A hint of roast from brown malts,
the sweet, earthy tasty of Vermont
maple syrup and a hint of cinnamon —
this rich, imperial ale is reminiscent of
wandering through a quiet forest on
an early winter afternoon. Castleburg
has taken the recipe from its awardwinning Bishop’s Brown Ale and added
malt and seasonal flavorings. The
brewery isn’t distributing yet, so you’ll
need to enjoy Dark Ages in the tasting
room or at home by the fireplace with
a growler by your side.

SCOTT ELMQUIST

8.7 percent alcohol
Castleburg Brewery &
Taproom, Richmond

Making this seasonal release even more special, the coffee that tantalizes your
tongue as you sip this smooth milk stout comes from local coffee company Lamplighter
Roasting Co. The touch of bitterness from the coffee — apparent but not overwhelming — and the creamy sweetness of the milk sugars make bittersweet a pleasure. Big in
taste, deceptively low in alcohol.
5

Lucky 45 Graham
Cracker Porter

6.8 percent alcohol
Trapezium Brewing Co.,
Petersburg

aSh danIEL

SCOTT ELMQUIST

Richer than the average porter, Trapezium’s dark seasonal beer leaves the
taste of honey grahams on the back of
the palate, like a chocolate-covered
cookie. Pair it with a brick-oven pizza
from the Trapezium kitchen or look for
it at other Petersburg restaurants for
a trip beyond the familiar.
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6.5 percent alcohol
Steam Bell Beer Works, Chesterfield

SCOTT ELMQUIST
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The Dawson Sweet Potato Ale
Belsnickel Weizenbock

8 percent alcohol
Kindred Spirit Brewing, Goochland
Inspired by the crotchety German Christmas folklore figure — see YouTube for Dwight’s memorable portrayal in “The Office” — Kindred Spirit’s wheat bock offers a full-bodied mouth feel with spicy, clovelike notes
and a rich, satisfying malty finish. Per German guidelines, this amber beer is made with 50 percent wheat
and with ale yeast.

The ubiquitous sweet potato casserole isn’t always a welcome guest at family holidays. Such is the tale behind the
Dawson, named for founder Brad Cooper’s grandmother, who
tried in vain to appeal to her grandchildren with a variety of
holiday dishes with the bright orange root vegetable as star.
Finally, Cooper says, he found a worthy sweet potato recipe
— in a beer. Brewed with an amber ale base, it presents a caramel nose and finish, with a touch of earthiness from sweet
potatoes, squash, sorghum syrup and toasted pumpkin seeds
— yet without the spices that can sometimes overpower seasonal gourd-based beers.

A BuRGeR jOInT
wITh A PASSIOn
FOR cRAFT BeeR!
Post a picture of your completed Spot the Difference game on
Instagram or Twitter with #jackbrownsrva for the chance to win a
$20 gift card. Don’t know how to hashtag? Bring in your completed
Spot the Difference game to get a free fried Oreo with a $10 purchase.

5810 Grove Avenue
RVA 23226 / (804) 285-1758
jackbrownsjoint.com
Facebook: jackbrownsrichmond
Instagram: @jackbrownsrva
Twitter: jackbrownsrva
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SCOTT ELMQUIST

Mosaic, Galaxy and Citra hops are
extremely popular in India pale ales, but
their supplies are limited. That makes
those varieties cost at least twice as
much as other hops.
Another factor that increases prices:
unusual ingredients, found in some of
the most popular beers. Those varieties attract attention but often can result
in lower profits — or even a loss. Steam
The beer sold at Bell Beer Works uses
30 gallons of maple
Three Notch’d’s
syrup to make Liege
RVA Collab
Belgian Triple and
House makes
more of a profit 2 pounds of vanilla
beans for its Tiramisu
than the beer
available on tap Stout. To put that
into
perspective,
at restaurants.
owner Brad Cooper
says vanilla beans cost $150 to $200 per
pound.
Last but not least, local brewers like
to use local ingredients. Steam Bell’s
1611 Harvest Ale contains 77 pounds of
local sorghum syrup, RVA Yeast Labs
yeast, Copper Fox malt and hops from
Piedmont Hop Farms. Cooper says this
by far is the brewery’s most expensive
beer to make.
Over at Three Notch’d, it’s Ten Farmers Pale Ale. It’s price, at $10-$12 for a
22-ounce bottle, limits its popularity. Why
is it so expensive? Its fresh, Virginia-grown
hops make the bill six times higher.
And not every beer is ready as soon as
it’s brewed. Lagers are aged at low temperatures, which adds to energy costs.
Barrel-aging increases the cost of labor
and storage. The barrels themselves cost
about $200, Warwick says, adding almost
another $2 to the base cost of a six-pack.
And some styles of sour beers age from
anywhere to one to three years, which
increases costs even more.

Local Worth
Peek under the cap at beer costs. by Steve Deason
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Added Costs: Higher alcohol beers
require more barley, Warwick says, and
darker beers use costly roasted grains.
Milk stouts use lactose — which at a $1
a pound is more expensive than malt.

$1.40
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Distribution Sales: Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
data shows that draft sales represent less
than 10 percent of the state beer market
— and that explains why so many breweries funnel the higher tasting-room
profits into producing bottles and cans.
Although the return is lower, it can lead
to bigger distribution opportunities. As
the size of production increases, larger
breweries can sell beer for less because
cost of goods and labor goes down.

Production Cost Estimates Per Six Pack

ttl
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Direct Sales: A little more than seven
years ago there were fewer than 50 breweries operating in Virginia. Now that
number has tripled. Most of these new
breweries wouldn’t be possible without
direct sales to customers.
Dave Warwick, founding brewer at
Three Notch’d Brewing Co., says the revenue from a barrel of beer sold in their
taprooms is around $1,000. But if Three
Notch’d sells that same beer in cans,
the revenue drops to $300 — and if the
brewery kegs it and sells it to restaurants,
Three Notch’d makes less than $250. To
8 overcome this cap on sales, many brew-

eries open multiple locations.
And yet, despite taproom labor and
overhead costs, the profit opportunities that direct sales provide can be
game-changing.

Bo

B

efore you decide which
beer you want to drink
based on price alone,
consider the myriad
costs that went into
your favorite brew. It puts things in per
perspective. Here are some factors that
breweries deal with:

Glass

A

Shape
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by Any Other
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The most overlooked factor in a beer’s taste is the way it’s delivered. by Pete Newell
Water. Hops. Malt. Yeast. Yeah, they’re important. But so are the glasses.
The right one allows for the full taste of the beer, unleashing aromas that you’d miss in a
basic pint or — shudder — the bottle.
Choosing the appropriate glassware can significantly affect your enjoyment because it’s
often designed with a specific style in mind. While there are dozens of options, here are
nine essentials that every craft beer enthusiast should have on hand.

Pilsner

Wine Glass

Often mistaken for pilsners. It’s tall and slender, but curvy too — narrow near the base
and widening at the top. The width of the
mouth allows room for the healthy head of a
wheat beer to form and enhances the distinct
aromas of the style. Perfect for hefeweizens
and witbiers.

Tall and slender, perfect for light-colored
beers. Pilsner glasses allow drinkers to
appreciate the color and carbonation of
the beer, and a wide mouth helps maintain
a nice head. Pokal glasses are similar, but
have a stem.

Yes, you read that correctly. Craft beer
drinkers have started to discover the benefits of the wine glass. The oversized mouth
allows for ample headspace, and the large
open bowl is ideal for creating an aromatic
nose. Wine glasses are perfect choices for
serving sours or saisons.

Try it with: Trapezium Brewing Co.’s
Lucky 47 white ale.

Try it with: Garden Grove Brewing
Co.’s Czech Pilsner.

Try it with: Ardent Craft Ale’s Saison.

RVA GROWLER WINTER 2016

Weizen
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Slice open citrus heaven with this
grapefruit laced IPA. Bright and
crisp with five tropical hop
additions and dosed with
a shot of grapefruit,
it’s a refreshing
new squeeze.
sl ic e on e
op e n !

Chalice/Goblet

Pint Glass

Not just for New Year’s Eve celebrations anymore. These stemmed glasses
feature long and narrow bodies, which
ensure carbonation doesn’t dissipate
too quickly. The shape allows aroma to
be released quickly, giving the drinker
an intense, up-front experience. Flutes
are a good choice when enjoying a
lambic or fruit beer.

Stemmed glasses, often ornately
decorated. Goblets tend to feature
thinner glass and longer stems
than chalices. These beautiful
glasses are for more than simply
admiring — they’re ideal for most
Belgian ales, including the dubbel
and tripel.

The most common type of glassware, used almost everywhere
beer is served. Not ideal for all
styles, but still better than drink
drinking from the bottle or a can.

Try it with: The Veil Brewing Co.’s
Crucial Aunt imperial India pale ale
with mango.

Try it with: Legend Brewing
Co.’s Belgian-Style Tripel.

Try it with: Strangeways
Brewing’s Gwar Blood Hoppy
Red Ale.
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Flute
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Tulip
A stemmed glass featuring an inward turn and a flared rim. Versatile enough to be used with many styles of beer. The lip at the
mouth aids in head retention and allows for a beautiful pour. While
tulip glasses are a good choice for most beer styles, they’re ideal for
Scotch and Belgian ales.
Try it with: The Answer’s Greg Dennis Scotch ale.

Snifter
Commonly associated with dark liquors such
as brandy or cognac, snifters have become
increasingly popular with beer drinkers. This
stemmed glass features a wide bowl and a
narrow mouth, ideal for beers with lots of
alcohol and a strong aroma. Pour a barley wine,
imperial stout or double IPA, give it a good
swirl and enjoy.
Try it with: Stone Brewing Co.’s Old
Guardian Barley Wine.

RVA GROWLER WINTER 2016

Mug
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Characterized by thick glass
walls and a handle, mugs
keep beer cold while allowing
the drinker to hold it with
ease. They don’t necessarily
enhance the experience but
are fun, hold a lot of beer and
are the sturdiest glassware
out there.
Try it with: Center of
the Universe Brewing Co.’s El
Duderino chocolate milk stout.

your
weekly
BiTe
on The
T
Town

16 taps!
We special
order kegs
and wine

10% off
cases
of wine

Large variety of cheeses

The Bite, Style Weekly’s new email newsletter
filled with local food and restaurant news written
by Brandon Fox, Richmond’s most experienced
food and drink editor (and supported by the area’s
largest team of food writers and reviewers).
Subscribe at styleweekly.com to receive The Bite
free in your email inbox every Wednesday.

3078 Stony Point Road / 804-320-HOPS (4677)
bottleworksrva.wixsite.com / bottleworksrva@gmail.com
Mon-Thurs 11-8, Fri-Sat 11-9, Sun 12-5

Taproom + Beer Garden
Open Seven Days A Week

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM
THE ARDENT CREW!

Photos by Mike Lee

@ardentcraftales
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3200 West Leigh Street
Richmond, Virginia
804.359.1605
ardentcraftales.com
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SCOTT ELMQUIST

Wild Fruit

Buskey Cider stretches the way you think about cider. by Brandon Fox
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trange things are going on over at Buskey
Cider. You might find a few unexpected
ingredients in its latest releases.
“We’re doing some different stuff,”
founder Will Correll says. “Collaborations
are interesting — they’re tons of fun and we’ve got a lot
of friends in different industries.”
Cider exists at the nexus between beer and wine.
Like wine, it’s fermented from fruit juice, but it finishes
with carbonation that’s more reminiscent of beer.
Cider’s flavor profile is a flexible one — it can go from
dry to sweet. And because it isn’t as assertive as say, a
big bold cabernet sauvignon or chocolaty porter, it can
lend itself to experimentation.
It helps the process to have different perspectives
from other industries. Buskey co-founder Matthew
Meyer, who’s the head winemaker at Williamsburg
Winery, brings an important layer of expertise to cidermaking. Alex Steinmetz, an experienced brew master,
offers a different viewpoint.
“Most cideries act like a brewery or act like a winery,”
Correll says. “We don’t see cider as either.”
Buskey is about to start fermenting in wine barrels,
he says. So far, in collaboration with Reservoir Distill-

ery a few blocks away in Scott’s Addition, the cidery so an entirely different recipe can be whipped up
has only finished and aged cider in bourbon barrels. and served from the rest of the keg, if that’s what the
Right now, there’s a heavier, darker Trappist-style cider folks at Buskey feel like doing that day.
that’s barrel-aging. The team is ready to try something
For the holidays, Correll says, the cidery is releasing
a little different.
a cranberry-basil variety. “The idea for
Will Correll, Alec
Earlier in the year, Buskey and Conputting seasoning in came last Christmas
Steinmetz, Elle
fluence Coffee joined to produce Nitro
before we were open,” he says. “My sister
Street and Ben Ford
Coffee Cider. It was a natural collaboasked me if I’d make a cider to match the
are keeping things
ration — Buskey already was serving
turkey — she asked for rosemary-thyme
interesting at Buskey
nitrogen-infused cider at its tasting
cider. It turned out great.”
Cider with constant
room, and Confluence uses the technolSome of Buskey’s most popular innoexperimentation and
ogy to produce its creamy cold-brew
vations have been hopped ciders. Given
creative collaborations.
coffee. The result? A tangy drink with
the scarcity and price of hops, it’s expenthe deeper, savory flavors of coffee — and a little jolt of sive to produce, Correll says, but Citra-hopped cider
caffeine to go along with the alcohol.
has been a big hit. Steinmetz also is experimenting
Some of the more exotic ciders have been sin- with Cascade hops in a spontaneously fermented
gle batches made with a method more commonly cider — a method similar to the one used to make
used in breweries. A device filled with fruit or herbs sour beers.
called a Randall is hooked up between the tap line
By mid-January, Buskey should have its cider in cans
and the tap itself. The cider then flows through the and on store shelves — small local spots at first and
flavoring ingredients, infusing it right before it hits larger stores in the spring. At the taproom, the experithe glass. The result has been unusual concoctions mentation will continue.
such as jalapeño-lime or mango-mint. Plus, the fla“We can come up with an idea and have that prodvoring ingredients never touch the keg’s tap line, uct done and selling in a couple of weeks,” Correll says.

6004 W. Broad St. / 288-8929
Mon-Sat 11am-midnight
Sun 11am-10pm
mekongva.com

6008 W. Broad St. / 282-1248
Mon-Wed 4pm-12am
Thurs-Sat 12pm-12am
Sun 12pm-10pm
theanswerbrewpub.com

Tuesday, December 13 // Quirk Hotel and Gallery
201 West Broad Street // RVA 23220 // 5pm-7pm

Join us for A Quirky Christmas featuring quirky cocktails, music, shopping
and gift wrapping. This promises to be a perfect holiday date night or girls’
night out as you celebrate the RVA holiday season with the quirkiest
offerings from around town. Free to attend.
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A Quirky
Christmas
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Cheer on
the Holiday

Five Don’t-Miss Events
for Beer Lovers
Thursday, Dec. 8
Christmas caroling has fallen by the wayside, but
if you’re in the mood to belt out a few bars of “Joy
to the World” or softly sing “Away in the Manger”
— with feeling — while raising a glass with a few
friends and friends-to-be, Center of the Universe
Brewing Co. can make that happen. You don’t need
talent, but you do need enthusiasm for a Beer and
Hymns Christmas taking place on Thursday, Dec. 8,
from 6-8:30 p.m. cotubrewing.com.
Friday, Dec. 9
It was Dec. 5, 1933, and Congress, after 13 long years,
finally ended Prohibition. If you think that’s a date
worth remembering, you’re not alone. Blue Bee Cider
wants to celebrate with you at its new digs in Scott’s
Addition. It has asked James River Cellars Winery,
Isley Brewing Co. and Black Heath Meadery to join
them, and you can enjoy the local libations with a few
hors d’oeuvres while you tap your toe to live music.
And for those who really want to drill down on the
Prohibition-ending 21st Amendment, the Virginia
Historical Society will be there at 7 p.m. to provide all
the details. The celebration takes place on Friday, Dec.
9, and will last from 6-9 p.m. bluebeecider.com.

Make Mead

at Home
by Paul Lawson

Probably the oldest alcohol-based beverage, mead dates back to 9000 B.C. The popularity of this wine made
from honey, water and yeast is on the upswing lately. Home brewers have embraced the style and created some
interesting recipes.
There are many varieties, but most fall into two categories: dry or sweet. Dry mead has a balance of sweetness, acidity and alcohol. The sweet varieties usually have dominant honey flavors and much fuller bodies.
Think dessert wine.
It used to take about two years to finish a batch, but with the introduction of yeast nutrients, you can produce
one in three to four months. It’s an Old-World style that has found a home in the New World. Buy local honey
and enjoy.

Cherry Chocolate Mead: a Sweet Mead
RVA GROWLER WINTER 2016

by Norm Strimel and Rob Stewart
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O.G. 1.138: S.G. 1.013:
16.4 percent alcohol
Directions:
Dissolve the honey in 5 gallons of water. Add the cocoa, bring it to a simmer —
not a boil — and stir often to create “must.” Add to the primary fermenter. Crush
and press the cherries. Add the juice and cherry skins to the primary fermenter.
Top it off to 6 gallons with water.
Add the yeast and nutrient. Ferment in the primary, stirring twice daily. After
three to four weeks, transfer it to the secondary fermenter, leaving behind the
sediment. Allow it to sit for three months, then bottle the mead.

Ingredients:
24 pounds of local honey
4 pounds of dark sweet
cherries, crushed and
pressed
1 cup cocoa powder
Wyeast 4347 Extreme
Fermentation yeast
4 teaspoons Super
Ferment yeast nutrient

Saturday, Dec. 10
If you love beer, you probably have someone else
in your life who’s pretty fond of it, too. Sure, you
can wrap up just about anything and palm it off as
a holiday gift, but if someone is expecting a little
something from you this year, you can head over to
Ardent Craft Ales on Saturday, Dec. 10, between
1-6 p.m. for its annual Beer Craft Market. You can
pick up artisan-made openers, fancy growlers,
glasses and beer-centric art. Added bonus: Ardent
will release a limited run of Imperial Milk Stout, too.
ardentcraftales.com.
Saturday, Dec. 17
Richmond chefs and bakers are firing up their ovens
— or at least, thinking about it. On Saturday, Dec.
17, from noon-4 p.m., the Answer Brewpub will
throw a party for Terrapin Beer Co.’s Wake ‘n’ BakeOff. Brew Gastropub, the Camel, Goodrich Gourmet
Catering Co., Idle Hands Bread Co., Sergio’s Pizza
and Italian Restaurant, Tricycle Gardens and
Uptown Market & Deli will whip up special dishes
that include a not-so-secret ingredient, Terrapin
beer. You can expect live music and an auction that
includes a corn hole set, backpacks and gifts, with
10 percent of the proceeds to benefit the Richmond
SPCA. theanswerbrewpub.com.
Monday, Dec. 19
Garden Grove Brewing Co’s ongoing Taproom Dinner
Series will host Dutch and Co.’s Caleb Shriver and
Phillip Perrow and their new American cuisine for
a five-course dinner paired with the brewery’s
beer at 7 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 19. Tickets are
$38 plus tax and tip. Reservations are required.
gardengrovebrewing.com.

SEAFOOD &

NeW ReLeASeS INcLuDe
Shiplock IPA
North Bank Imperial Stout
Coffee Brown Ale Nitro
and more!

NeW ReLeASe PARty
December 10th
North Bank Imperial Stout
Visit our website to find
other new release events.

JOIN OuR cLuB!
Text 7BREWS to 51660 to join
the 7 Hills Brewing Co. VIP Club!
Members receive 15% off any
purchase of $20 or more!!

Shockoe Bottom | 115 S. 15th Street | Richmond, VA 23219 | (804) 716-8307 | www.7hillsbrewingco.com
Fresh, Local Ingredients | Brewery On Premises | Family-Friendly | Dogs Welcome On Patio

POURING MORE
VIRGINIA CRAFT BEER
THAN ANYONE ELSE.

www.capitalalehouse.com

